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Transportation is arguably the most critical component of global supply chains. And one of the most

complex. Delivering comprehensive coverage of current domestic and global transportation trends,

TRANSPORTATION: A SUPPLY CHAIN PERSPECTIVE, 7e goes in depth to help readers

understand the fundamental role and importance of transportation in companies and in society, as

well as the complex environment in which transportation service is provided today. The text

examines domestic and international transportation systems--and their legal issues--to give readers

a thorough, easy-to-understand overview. Packed with real-world insight, TRANSPORTATION: A

SUPPLY CHAIN PERSPECTIVE, 7e equips you with the tools you need to succeed in this

fast-paced and rapidly changing industry.
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I just completed the course for which I bought this book. I found numerous issues in the text, wrong

words: "managerial" versus "marginal". Dollar figures in examples with transposed numbers. I also

found numerous issues in the questions for the tests that evidently came with the text. Someone

needs to do a thorough editorial review of the text and issue an a companion errata insert or

downloadable document. Some of these issues are very real impediments to understanding the

point being made. That said, the book is chock full of current and interesting information and articles

and real world stories. My advice is if something isn't making sense to you, parse the sentence to

see if you can determine if any of the wording or numbers could be wrong.

I prefer etextbooks for all my college classes and 's platform does well. I especially love the xray

feature of the book. Instant flashcards! Even if the cost of 's etextbook is higher than what you are

used to using, it is worth it! The time saved in the xray feature is completely worth it. The response

time of the search is great. Oh... and of course you can use it offline, unlike some other platforms

like Yuzu (if you are an anti-apple user). I have had no glitches or loading problems, unlike



Coursesmart.The textbook content is good. It's a textbook, not great literature but it does present

the material in an easy to comprehend fashion.

Very informative book. I really learned a lot.

Came in a timely manner considering it was an APO, also very good condition! Couldn't beat this

price, especially over the 8th edition which is literally 7 x the cost. A must buy!

Arrived as expected. Good quality as described.

Info is more out dated than new version. But basically the same. I still passed my class with an A

This book is the required text for my MBA class in transportation management. It seems thorough

but the figures and statistics are at least four or five years out of date.

This was one of the better textbooks I've used. It is a fairly general overview of different modes of

transportation, infrastructure, and issues that affect the industry.
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